APPENDIX – H
CATEGORIES OF COURSES

CATEGORY – A

Medical / Engineering including Degree level Courses in Medicine, BAMS, BHMS, UNANI Medicine, Tibia, B.Sc. Ag., B.V.Sc., B.F.Sc. (Fishery) P.G. in Agriculture and Veterinary Science, P.G. Level Courses in Medicine, Engineerings, Technology, Agriculture, veterinary Science, Allied Science, Management, Business, Finance, Administration, Computer Application, Computer Science, Computer Engineering (Hard Ware), Commercial Pilot License including Helicopter Pilot, Multi Engineer Rating.

CATEGORY- B

Diploma in India Medicine, (Elopathic, Homoeopathy, Ayurvedic, Allied Medicine, Alternative Medicine, Draftsman, Surveyor, Commercial pilot, Diploma and higher courses in Hotel Management and Catering Technology, Applied Nutrition, Degree and P.G. level course in Nursing, Pharmacy, Wireless and TV operation, Sound Recording and Engineering, Motion Picture, Photography, Film direction, Acting, Screen Play, Diploma Course in Business Management, Chattard Account and Cost Works, Accountancy, P.G. Course in Science subjects in Physics, Geology and Marine Science, other Professional, Technical, Graduationa and P.G. (Including M.Phil., Ph.D. & Research) C.A. / ICWA/ CS etc. All P.G., Graduate level, Diploma Courses and all certificate courses in above subjects.